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Introduction 
Originally developed for execution on CDC computational equipment, FLEXSTAB 
has recently been converted to the IBM360 by Computer Sciences Corporation. 
Detailed instructions for installing, validating, and operating the IBM 
version of FLEXSTAB are presented in this report. At the time of installation, 
FLEXSTAB programs are read from libraries on magnetic tape and stored within 
the user's IBM computing hardware. Subsequent program validation requires 
execution of FLEXSTAB with a series of demonstration cases. Both input cards 
and output listings for each ~emonstration case are provided. Supplemental 
materials contained within the Appendices define Job Control Language (JCL) 
sequences, describe the CDC to IBM software conversion, detail IBM FLEXSTAB 
Input/Output subprograms, and outline interprogram data flow. 
Concepts and terminology within this report presume knowledge of: 
1. OS Job Control Language; both general2..y and specifically for FORTRAN 
applic.ations. 
2. OS Utilities; specifically IEHMOVE and IEBPTPCH. 
3. OS Linkage Editor. 
Minimum IBM 360 hardware requirements for successful execution of FLEXSTAB 
include: 
1. Model 75 or larger; a smaller. model will generally require excessive 
execution times for a realistic airframe analysis. 
2. 408K storage partition. 
3. Up to 4.6 megabytes of disk storage for scratch use during execution. 
4. Two magnetic tape drives. 
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FLEXSTAB ON THE IBM 360 
FLEXSTAB Delivery Package 
The FLEXSTAB program package has been converted for use on the IBM 360 from a 
CDC version. It is delivered on two labeled magnetic tapes as a group of un-
loaded partitioned data sets (PDS) and several ancillary sequential data sets. 
Table 1 details the contents of reels FLX360 and FLX36l, the delivery tapes. 
The items on these tapes are grouped as follows: 
1. Code; both source and object code are provided (reel FLX360, files 1-24), 
2. Job Control Language decks for link editing and executing tbe FLEXSTAB 
programs. (reel FLX360, file 26), 
3. Validation materials consisting of the inputs and outputs for a standard 
set of demonstration cases, viz., 
a. card-image input decks (reel FLX360, file 25), 
b. structural matrix inputs, represented by several unformatted data 
sets (reel FLX360, files 27-31), and, 
c. printer output listings (reel FLX361, files 1-32). 
FLEXSTAB Code 
Files 1-10 of reel FLX360 contain source code for the 10 primary FLEXSTAB 
programs. File 11, DSM=PLOTS, contains source code for the four independent 
plot programs. File 12 contains source code for a library of various common 
bubprograms. In total there a;.:e 583 members in these partitioned data sets. 
Files 13-24 of reel FLX360 contain object code for the respective source code 
files 1-12, eliminating the requirement to compile or assemble each source 
member. 
Three subprograms are coded in assembler language, the remainder in FORTRAN. 
Seven frequently used FORTRAN programs were compiled with the level 21.7 IBM 
FORTRAN H compiler using option 2; the remainder of the FORTRAN subprograms 
were compiled with the level 21 IBr[ FORTRAN G compiler. Table 2 itemizes the 
ten exceptional subprograms and gives the location by source library and 
member name. Note that the subprogram name and member name may differ. 
Job Control Language Decks 
Job Control Language Decks for link editing and executing the various FLEXSTAB 
programs are provided in a single sequential file, viz., file 26 (DSN=JCLDECKS) 
of reel FLX360. Each deck begins with a prototype job card to assist in separ-
ation. The link edit decks are listed in Appendix I; the execution decks are 
listed in Appendix II. 
The link edit and execution decks are provided as example jobs that contain 
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TABLE 1 
Contents o.:j: FLEXSTAB Delivery Tapes (IBH 360) 
Density is 800 bpi 
Filel Tape"Unloadcd' k DSORG flHembcrs Disk(3330) Space I 
No. LRECL/BLKSIZE DSNANE PDS/Sea) (If PDS) (Trks-Dir Elks) 
1 SO/SOO (FB) GD PDS 36 52-3 
2 " ATC " 54 76-4 
3 " ISIC " 56 77-4 
4 " NN " 27 21-3 
5 " ESlC " 35 36-3 
6 " SDSS " 162 307-9 
7 " TH " 47 34-4 
S " ALDS " 11 10-2 
9 " SLDS " 6 13-2 
10 " CArC " 4 5-1 
11 " PLOTS " 37 32-3 
1:' " ALlB " 108 SO-7 
13 80/800 (FB) GDOBJ PDS 36 20-3 
14 " AlCOBJ " 54 25-4 
15 " ISICOBJ " 56 32-4 
16 " NHOBJ " 27 10-3 
17 " ESlCOBJ " 35 lS-3 
IS " SDSSOBJ " 162 132-9 
19 " THOBJ " 47 16--4 
20 " ALDSOBJ " 11 6-2 
21 " SLDSOBJ " 6 6-2 
22 " CAlCOBJ " 4 3-1 
23 " PLOTSOBJ " 37 15-3 
24 " ALlBOBJ " lOS 35-7 































TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Tape File Tape DSORG ifBlocks {!Records 
." 
.(VOL-SER) No. LRECL/BLKSIZE DSNAHE {PDSLsEQ2 RECFH {Ta]2e) A]2Eroximate 
FLX360 26 80/800 JCLDECKS Seq FB 10 950 
27 7996/8000 NASTAP.DARTl.EA Seq VBS 1 
28 11 NASTAP.SST.EAl " 
11 31 
29 " NASTAP.SST.E2 
11 11 
- ~? 
30 11 NASTAP.SST.E3 " 11 1 
31 !1 NASTAP. SST. E4 11 11 1 
FLX361 1 133/7980 PRINT.DARTl.GD Seq FBA 10 600 
2 11 PRINT .DARTl.AIC 11 !1 6 360 
3 11 PRINT.DARTl.ISIC " II 31 1860 
4 11 PRINT. DARTl. NH " 11 8 480 
5 11 PRINT.DART1.SDSSS II 11 39 2340 
6 " PRINT.DARTl.SDSS6 " 
II 40 2400 
7 11 PRINT.DARTl.Tll II 11 9 540 
8 II PRINT.DARTl.SLDS " II 6 360 
9 II PRINT.DARTl.ESIC " " 8 480 
10 " PRINT.DARTl.SDSSI0 " " 32 1920 
11 " PRINT. DARTl. SDSSll " " 33 1980 
12 11 PRINT.DARTl.ALDS " \I 6 360 
13 \I PRINT. DART 2 • GD II 11 17 1020 
14 11 PRINT.DART2.AIC 11 11 6 360 
15 " PRINT.DART2.SDSS 11 
11 32 1920 
16 II PRINT.B707.GDI 11 It 44 2640 
17 " PRINT.B707.AIC II " 6 360 
18 " PRINT.B707.ISIC " " 99 5940 
19 11 PRINT.B707.NM II " 15 900 , 
20 11 PRINT.B707.SDSSS 11 II 154 9240 
'J 
1 21 11 PRINT.B707.TH " " 61 3660 
22. " PRINT.B707.SLDS " 
II 15 900 
23 II PRINT.B707.GD8 II II 44 2640 
24 " PRINT.~707.SDSS9 
II 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Tape File Tape DSORG i!B1ocks fiRe cords 
(VOL-SEP.) No. LRECL/BLK.''>IZE DSNP..ME (PDS/SEg) REel,}l (T.:J.ee) Approximate 
FLX361 25 133/7980 PRINT.SST.GD Seq FBA 45 2700 
26 " PRINT.SST.AIC " " 7 420 
27 " PRINT.SST.ESIC " " 20 1200 
28 " PRINT.SST.SDSS4 " " 51 3060 
29 " PRINT.SST.SDSS5 " " 88 5280 
30 " PRINT.SST.ALDS " " 11 660 
31 " PRINT. SST. CAlC " 
11 5 300 
32 " PRINT.SST.SDSS8 " " 88 5280 
; 
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FLEXSTAB Object Code Not Created 
by FORTRAN G Compiler 
Source Code 
Location 
PDS (Memb er) 
TH(CMCS) 
ALIB(LOCATE) 
ALIB (MCHFNS ) 
























Installation of FLEXSTAB Code 
To install FLEXSTAB code perform the followip.g steps: 
1. Pre-allocate space for data set FLEXSTAB.LOADMODL.LIBRARY, which requires 
the equivalent of three hundred fifty tracks on a 3330 series disk. The 
space requirements for the individual members of this load ~odule library 
are listed in Table 3. 
2. Load the 12 object partitioned data sets to a suitable direct access 
device (using IEHMOVE). Space requirements are provided in Table 1. 
3. Catalog the FLEXSTAB.LOADMODL.LIBRARY and the 12 object data sets. If 
cataloging is not desired, UNIT and VOLill-1E parameters must be added to 
JCL referencing these data sets. 
4. Execute link edit jobs for the ten primary FLEXSTAB programs. (These are 
the first ten jobs listed in Appendix I.) Link editing the four FLEXSTAB 
plot programs requires a special procedure. Only one JCL deck is provided; 
it must be modified and used in turn for each plot program. Consult the 
JCL sample on page 1-14 of Appendix I for details regarding the modifi-
cations for each plot program. In addition, successful link editing of 
the plot programs requires a library of CALCOMP routines. This library 
should be concatenated to the SYSLIB data set for either step LKPLOTSI 
or LKPLOTS2, depending on whether it is in object or load module form, 
respectively. 
5. Create and keep the FLEXSTAB 'COpy program load module using the JCL below. 
(The FLEXSTAB COPY program is used during FLEXSTAB executions for tape-to-
disk and disk-to-tape copy operations. 
1151 EXEC 








DO IINIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK, (20.10) 
DO nSN=FLEXSTA8.LOAQMODLeLIRRARY(COPY) ,DISP=OLD 
DO ~SN=ALIBOBJ(COPYrAPE) ,DISP=OLO 
Execution of FLEXSTAB Programs 
~~.---
The JCL decks provided for execution of the FLEXSTAB programs contain all of the 
essential statements for FLEXSTAB runs. Note the following items "Then using 
or modifying this execution JCL. 
1. Data set GDTAPE is created by the GD program. Since GDTAPE is used by 
several other FLEXSTAB programs, it is cataloged by the GD execution JCL. 
2. To keep core requirements to the sizes quoted in Table 3, BUFNO=1 is 
specified ,nthin the DCB parameter of all FORTRAN DD statements. 
3. Many execution decks contain job steps to copy data between tape and disk. 
Volume information must be supplied for each tape involved. 
6 
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CORE HEMORY AND DISK STORAGE REQUlREHENTS FOR FLEXSTAB LOAD HODULES 
Hodule Name Execution Core Execution Scratch Disk Load Hodule Disk Storage 
Requirement Req'mt.(3330 Tracks)* Required (3330 Tracks) 
GD 296 K 15 27 
AIC 386 K 2310 43 
ISIC 366 K 1820 43 
NM 252 K 3520 20 
ESIC 312 K 2010 29 
SDSS 408 K 3220 112 
TH 382 K 1020 24 
ALDS 226 K 880 17 
SLDS 214 K H2O 20 
CAlC 140 K 1060 15 
350 Total 
* If installation scr~tch disk Apace is not plentiful, module scratch rpquire-
ments can be reduced by changing the supplied execution JCL. For al: but the 
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FLEXSTAB Validation Products 
The IBH version of FLEXSTAB has been executed with demonstration inputs from 
the DART I, DART II, Boeing 707-320B, and Boeing 2707-300PT(SST) cases. The 
inputt)· and outputs for these runs are provided for validation purposes. Newly 
installed IBH code can be executed with these inputs. The results can be 
compared with those provided. Table 4 lists the program, the input and the 
outpu~ for each validation run. Sections 3 and 4 of Reference 1 (FLEXSTAB 
1.02.00 Demonstration Cases and Results) describes the validation models 
thoroughly, indicates modeling and analysis options selected, and itemizes 
the unformatted inputs required for each run. Table 4 quotes CPU times for runs 
on an IBH 360 Hodel 91 to help estimate timing for other models. 
Card Image Inputs 
Card tmage inputs are provided in file 25 (DSN=DEMO,PROB) of reel FLX%O. Since 
DEHOPROB is a PDS, it must be loaded onto disk prior to any validation runs. 
Each member of PDS DEHOPROB is an input deck for a particular model and program 
--- see Table 4. ' 
Columns 74-77 of each input card image contain a number identifying the card by 
type. These numbers correspond to the card and cardset numbers used in Ref. 2 
(FLEXSTAB User's Hanual) to document input deck structure. Some cards in the 
decks provided are data deck comment cards: They are optional and no card or 
cardset number is given in Ref. 2. The digits 9999 appear in columns 74-77 of 
such cards. 
Structural Matrix Inputs 
Structural matrices are provided for runs of the ESIC and ALOADS programs. 
Table 4 correlates runs to structural matrix requirements by listing. the file 
number on reel FLX360 for the matrix required. Table 5 lists the matrices by 
their file numbers: giving (1) the DSNAME as it appears in the label, (2) the 
FLEXSTAB name as it appears in the appendices of Ref. 2, and (3) a short 
description of the matrix. 
Printer Outputs 
The validation problem output files (files 1-32 of reel FLX36l) can be printed 






FLEXSTAB Validation Cases 
Hodel Member Name for Structural M1trix CPU Time OuLput Listing 
Card Image Itlput Inputfs),lf Used, by Model ql by File Number 
~Airframe2 (DS:l=DEHO PR01,2 File NU~.0r(Reel FLX360) PrLgrnm (SecC'nds) ~Rcel FLX361) 
DART I DK01-Ol GD 1 1 
DART I DK01-02 AIC 6 2 
DART I DK01-03 ISlC 11 3 
DART I DK01-04 NM 6 4 
DAR',' DK01-05 SDSS 10 5 
DART I DK01-06 SDSS 14 6 
DART I DK01-07 TH 3 7 
DART I DK01-08 SLOADS 3 8 
DART I DK01-09 27 ESlC 3 9 
DART I DK01-10 SDSS 6 10 
DART I DK01-11 SDSS 9 11 
DART I DKOl-12 27 ALOADS 2 12 
DART II DK02-01 CD 2 13 
DART II DK02-02 AIC 1lf 14 
DART II DK02-03 SDSS 9 15 
707-320B DK03-0l CD 6 16 
707-320B DK03-02 AIC 626 17 
707-320B DK03-03 ISIC 830 18 
707-320B DK03-04 NM 130 19 
707-320B DK03-05 SDSS 571 20 
707-320B DK03-06 TIl 85 21 
707-320B DK03-07 SLOADS 5 22 
707-320B DK03-08 GD 6 23 
707-320B DK03-09 SDSS 54 24 
707-320B DK03-10 GDPLOT Not Supplied { 
707-320B DK03-11 EAPLOT Not Supplied 
707-320B DK03-12 NUPLOT Not Supplied 
707-320B DK03-13 PDl'LOT Not Supplied 















Member Name for 












TABLE 4 (Continued) 
Structural ~illtrix 
input by 










































29 NASTAP. SST. E2 
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MATRIX DESCRIPTION 
Clamped Flexibility Matrix 
for Dart 1 
Clamped Flexibility Hatrix 
for the SST 
Free Vibration Mode Shape 
Matrix for the SST 
Generalized Stiffness Matrix 
for the SST 
Generalized Mass Matrix 
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Appendix I 
JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE (JCL) 
to Link Edit each 
----
FLEXSTAB load module 
Duplicates of this JCL are supplieJ on tape 






Link Edit JCL-GD 
IILNK~GO JOB (ACCT.INFO)"NAME'tMSGLEVEL=(2~O) 
l!lKGDl EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='NOMAP,LIST,LFT',REGION=lOOK 
IISYSPRINT 00 SYSOUT=A 
IILIS DO OSN=GOOBJ,OISP=SHR 
1/ DO OSN=ALI80BJ,OISP=SHR 
IISYSLI8 DO OSN=GOOBJ,DISP=SHR 
1/ DD DSN=ALIAOBJ,DISP=SHR 
IISYSUTI DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,20» 
IISYSLMOO DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,20.5»,OISP=(,PASS) .DSN=&TCALL) 





IILKGD2 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='MAP,LIST,OVLY,LETf,REGION=lOOK 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IILIS DD DSN=&T,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
IISYSLIA DD DSN=SYSl.FORTLIB,OISP=SHR 
IISYSUTI DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,?O» 
IISYSLMOO DO DISP=OLO,DSN=FLEXSTAB.LOAOMOOL.LIBRARY(GO) 




















Link Edit JCL-AIC 
IILNK~AtC JOB (ACCT,INFO) 9'NAMEg~MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
IILKAICI F.XfC PGM=IEwL.PARM='NOMAP,LIST.LET·9REGION=lOO~ 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILI~ DO OSN=AICOBJ,OISP=SHR 
II OD OSN=ALI80BJ9DISP=SHR 
IISYSLIR DO OSN=AICOBJ,OISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=ALIBOBJ?DISP=SHR 
IISVSUTI DO UNIT=SYSOAo$PACF=(TRK,(30,20) 
IISYSLMOD OD UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(}OO,?O,S».DISP=(,PASS) .DSN=&T(ALL) 
I/SYSLIN DO * 
INCLUDE LIB(AIC) 
INCLUDE LI8(BLKOTA,MCHFNS.VERSON) 
IILKAIC? EXEC PGM=IEWL.PARM=vMAP~LIST90VLy·,REGION=lOOK 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IILIS OD DSN=&T,DISP=(OLD.OELETE) 
IISVSLIA DO DSN=SYSl.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
IISVSUTI DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,?O» 
IISVSLMOO DD DISP=OLD,DSN=FLEXSTAA.LOADMODL~LIBRARY(~IC) 
IISVSLIN DO {Io 
































~ Edit JCL-IS1C 
IILNK~ISIC JOB (ACCT.INFO) ,'NAME',MSGLEVEL=<2.0) 
IIISICI EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='NOMAP,LIST.LET.SIZE=(178K,16K) '.REGION=180K 
IISY5PRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIB DO DSN=ISICOBJ,DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=ALIBOBJ.OISP=SHR 
IISYSLIB DO OSN=ISICOBJ.DlSP=SHR 
II DO DSN=ALIB08J,DISP=SHR 
IISYSUTI DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,20» 
IISYSLMOD DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(lOO,20.5»,DISP=(,PASS) ,DSN=&T(ALL) 
IISYSLIN DO * 
INCLUDE LIB(ISIC) 
INCLUDE LI8(MCHFNS.BLKDTA.VERSON) 
IIISIC2 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PAR~='MAP.LIST.OVLY,SIZE=(17BK.16K) ',REGION=180K 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIB DO DSN=&T,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
IISYSLIS DO DSN=SYSl.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
IISYSUTi DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,?O» 
IISVSLMOO DO OISP=OLD,DSN=FLEXSTAB.LOADMODL.LI8RARY(ISIC) 
IISYSLIN DO" 










INSERT TINVER,TMAD,TMDA.TSAB.ZAP • 







































Link Edit JCL-NM 
----
IILNK~NM JOB (ACCT.INFO).'NAME,.MSGLEVEL=(2.0) 
IILKNMI EXEC PGM=IEWL.PARM=tNOMAP.LIST.LETI,REGION=lOOK 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILI8 DO DSN=NMOBJ.DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=ALIBOBJ.DISP=SHR 
IISYSLIR DO DSN=NMOBJ.DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=ALI808J,DISP=SHR 
IISY5UTl DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30.20» 
IISYSLMOO DO UNIT=SYSOA,5PACE=(TRK.(lOO,20,S»,DISP=(,PASS),DSN=&T(ALL) 
IISYSLIN DO ~ 
INCLUDE LI8(NM) 
INCLUDE LI8(MCHFNS,VERSON) 
IILKNM2 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='MAP,LIST.OVLY',REGION=lOOK 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIB DO OSN=&T,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
IISYSLIA DO OSN=SYSl.FORTLIR,DISP=SHR 
I/SYSUTI DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(30,?O» 
I/SYSLMOD DO DISP=OLD,DSN=FLEXSTA8.LOADMODL.LIBRARY(NM) 
IISYSLIN DO ~ 
I~ 
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Link Edit JCL-ESIC 
----
IILNK~ESIC JOB (ACCT,INFO) "NAMEt,~SGLEVEL=(2.0) 
IIE~ rCI ExEC PGM=IEWL,PARM:tNOMAP,lIST.LFT.SIZE=<178K,16K) t,REGION=180K 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIB DO OSN=ESICOBJ.OISP=SHR 
II 00 OSN=ALIBOBJ,DISP=SHR 
IISYSLIR DO DSN=ESICOBJ,OISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=ALIBOBJ.OISP=SHR 
IISYSUTI DO UNIT=SYSOA.SPACE=(TRK.(30.20» 
IISYSLMOO DO U~IT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,CIOO,?O.5»,DISP=(,PASS) .OSN=~T(ALL) 
IISYSLIN nD * 
INCLUDE LIB(ESIC) 
INCLIJDE LIB(MCHFNS.VERSON) 
IIESIC2 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=tMAP,LIST,OVLy.SIZE=(178K,16K) ',REGION=180K 
/ISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIS DO DSN=~T,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
IISYSLIR DO DSN=SYSl.FORTLIR~DISP=SHR 
IISYSUTI DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=CTRK.(30.?O» 
IISYSLMOD DO DISP=OLD.DSN=FlEXSTAS.LOADMODL.LIBRARYCESIC) 


























Link Edit JCL-~V~~ 
----
IILNK~~D5~ JOR (ACCT,INFO) .'NAMEI,MSGLEVEL=(2.0) 
IISDSSJ EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='NOMAP,LIST,LFT,SIZE=(300K,16KJ ',REGION=300K IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIA DD U~N=SDSSOBJ,DrSP=SHR 
II DO D5N=ALIB08J,DISP=SHR 
IISV5liH DO O~N=SOSSOBJ,DrSP=SHR 
II DD DGN=ALI80BJ,OISP=SHR 
IISV5Ufl DD UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK.(30,20» 
I!SV5LMOO OD IJNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=fTRK,(100,20,S») .DISP=f,PASS) ,OSN=&T(ALL> IISYSLIN DO,;;-
INCLUDE l.IBISnSS) 
I NetHDE LX H (MCHFNS, BUm T t~ iVERSON) 
11505S2 EXEC PGM=lEWL~PARM=tMAP,LIST?OVLY,SIZE=(300K'16K) ;,REGION=100K 
I/SY5PRYNT 00 SVSOUT=A 
IILIB 00 DSN=&T,OISP=COLD.DELETE) 
/ISVSlIR 00 DSN=5YSl.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
IISVSUTI DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK9(30,?O» 
'/SVSlMOD 00 OISP=OLD.OSN=fLEXSTAB.LOADMODL.LIBRARY(SDSS) l/SYSLXN DO oQ 
l'NClunE lIS(ALU 
OVERLr~ v l~ 
INSERT INITAL.IOUNTS,INTAll,INTAL2tINTAL3 

















INSERT TR13,TR12.TRll.TR03.TR02.TROl.TR14.TRlS.TR16.TR17,TR18.TR19 OVERLAY A . 
INSERT TRANS.CDATA~CTRANS.CINT,GINT.HTRANS'DTRANS,PTRANS 








INSERT STOIN,STDOUT.TAAB,TAINV,TEMAB t TINVER,TMA8.TMABT,TMATB 
INSERT TRNFER,TSAB.TSATS,TSIA,TSMA,TTRANS,VlIN,ZAP 
































































Link Edit JCL-TH 
IILNK~TH JOB (ACCT,INFO) .'NAMEt,MSGLf.VEL=(2,O) 
IILKTHI EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='NOMAP q LIST,LF.T,SIZE=(118K.16K) ',REGION= 180K 
IISYSPRTNT 00 SYSOUT=A 
IILIS DO OSN=THOBJ.DISP=SHR 
II 00 OSN=ALIAOBJ,nISP=SHR 
IISYSLIR DO DSN=THOAJ,OISP=SHR 
II 00 OSN=ALTB08J.nISP=SHR 
IISYSUT] DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(30.20» 
IISYSLMOn on UN!T=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.?O,S»,OISP=(,PASS),OSN=&T(ALL) 
IISYSLIN 00 * 
INCLUDE LIR lTH) 
INCLUDE LI8(MCHFNS,BLKOTA,VERSON) 
IILKTH2 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PAR~='MAP,LIST,OVLy,SIZE=(118K,16K)t,REGION=1buK 
IISYSPRTNT 00 SVSOUT=A 
IILIB DO OSN=&T.nISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
IISYSLI8 00 DSN=SYSl.FORTLI8,OISP=SHR 
IISVSUT] DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,?O» 
IISYSLMOO DO DISP=OLD,OSN=FLEXSTAB.LOAOMODL.LIBRARY(TH) 
IISVSLIN DO * 

























Link Edit JCL-ALDS 
----
IILNK@ALDS JOB (ACCT.INFO),'NAMEt.MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
IILKALDSI EXEC PGM=IfWL,PAR~=fNOMAP.ltST.LET.,REGION=lOOK 
/ISYSPRtNT 00 SYSOUT=A 
IILIS DO DSN=ALOSOBJ,DI~P=SHR 
II DO OSN=ALIAOBJ.DISP=SHR 
/ISYSLIB DO O~N=ALOSOBJ,DISP=SHR 
/1 DO OSN=ALIBOBJ,OISP=SHR 
IISYSUTI DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK.(30,20» 
IISYSlMOD DO UNIT=SYSOA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,20,5»,OISP=(.PASS),DSN=~T(ALL) 
IISYSLIN no * 
INCLUDE LIB(ALOAOS) 
INCLUOE LI8(MCHFNS,VERSON) 
IILKALOS2 ExEC PGM=IEWL,PAR~=fMAP.LISTt.REGION=lOOK 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIS DO DSN=&T,DISP=(OLD,OELETE) 
IISYSLIR DO DSN=SYSl.FORTLI8.DISP=SHR 
IISYSUTi DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(30,20» 
IISVSLMOD DO OISP=OLO,OSN=FLEXSTAB.LOAOMODL.LIBRARY(ALDS) 
IISYSLIN DO * 
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IILNK~SLOS JOB (ACCT,INfO).:~AME',~SGLEVEL=(2.0) 
IILKSLOSI EXEC PGM=IfWL,PAR~' 'NOMAP,LIST,LETt,REGION=lOO~ 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIS 00 OSN=SLO~ORJ.O!SP=SHR 
1/ DO OSN=ALIBOBJ.DI~P=SHR 
IISYSLl8 DO OSN=SLOSOBJ.OTSP=SHR 
II DO DSN=ALIBOBJ,DISP=SHR 
(: -
I/sysuri DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30.?O) 
IISYSLMOD DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPAr.E=<TRK,(lOO,20,S».DISP=(,PASS).05N=&T(ALL) 
IISYSLIN 00 * 
INCLUDE LIB<SLOADS) 
INCLUDE LIB(MCHfNS,VERSON) 
IILKSLDS~ EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=tMAP,LIST',REGION=100K 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIA DO DSN=~T,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
IISYSLI8 DO DSN=SYS1.fORTLIR.OISP=SHR 
IISYSUTi DO UNI T =SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30920» 
IISYSLMOD DO DISP=OLn,DSN=f!.EXSTA9.LOADM~~L.LIBRARY(SLDS) 
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Link Edit JeL-CAIC 
IILNK~CAIC JOB (ACCT.INFO),tNAME,.MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
IILKCAICI EXEC PGM=IFWL,PAR~=tNOMAP.LIST,LET"RF.GION=lOOK 
IISY~PRrNT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIA DO OSN=CAIC08J,DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=ALIAOBJ.DISP=SHR 
IISYSLIB 00 DSN=CAICOBJ.OISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=ALIAOBJ,OISP=SHR 
IISYSUTI DO U~IT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(30,20» 




IIlKCAIC2 EXEC PGM=IfWL,PARM=tMAP,LtST'.REGION=100K 
IISYSPRTNT DO SYSOlJT=A 
IILIS DO DSN=&T.DISP=(OLD.OELET[) 
IISYSLIB DO DSN=SYSl.FORTLIB.DISP=SHR 
IISYSUTi DO UNtT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(30.20» 
IISYSLMOD DO O!SP=OLO,DSN=~LEXSTAB.LOAD~OOL.LIBRARY(CAIC) 
IISYSLIN DD" 







IILNK~PLOT JOB (ACCT,INFO,,'NAME',MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
IILKPLOTSI EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='NOMAP,LIST,LET',REGION=100K 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIB DO DSN=PLOTSOBJ~DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=ALIB08J.oISP=SHP 
IISYSLIR 00 DSN=PLOTSOBJ.DTSP=SHR 
II no DSN=ALIB08J.DISP=SHR 
IISYSUTl 00 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(30.20» 
IISYSLMOO DO UNTT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,20,S»,DISP=(,PASS),DSN=&T(ALL) 
IISYSL HI ['\0 * 
INCLUOE LIB <THPLOT) PDP LOT N1:1PLOT EAPLOT 
HICLUOF LIB (SCALEX) Special SCALE Routine for THPLOT (remove for others) 
INCLUDE LIB(MCHFNS,VSNTH) ,VSNPD ,VSNNM ,VSNEA 
IILKPLOTS~ EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM:'MAP,LIST.LET',REGION=lOOK 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IILIB DO DSN=&T,QISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
IISYSLIR DO DSN=SYS1.FORTLIB.DISP=SHR 
IISYSUTl DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(30,~O» 
IISYSLMOn DO O!SP=OLD,DSN=FLF.XSTAB.LOADMODL.LIBRARY(THPLT) 
IISYSLIN 00 * PDPLT 
1* 
INCLUOF LIB(ALL> NMPLT 
EAPLT 
Use this JCL to Link Edit all 4 plotter programs; 
change only the INCLUDE and SYSLHOD cards; remove 
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Appendix II 
JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE (JCL) 
to Execute each 
FLEXSTAB program (load module) 
Duplicates of this JCL are supplied on tape 
Volume FLXZ6.0 in Data Set JCLDECKS 
The named files which '2.ommunicate data 
between separate FLEXSTAB programs are 
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DO DSN=@DTAPE~SPACE=(TRK,(5.5) ,RLSE),OISP=(NfW,CATLG), 
DCB= (8UFNO= 1) ,UN I T=????, VOL=SER=????'?? 
DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lO.lO» 9 
DCB=(RECFM=V8S,LPECL=2044,RLKSIZE=2048,8UFNO=1) 
DO UNIT=TP7,DISP=lNEW,KEEP) ,LABEL=(,8LP) '.0. 
DO * 
II-2 
~~.:'::.~' ~,"C_~.~::~~~:~::~.~ . 
t 
Execution JCL-AIC 
IIRUN~AIC JOB (ACCT,INFO) .·~AME.,MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
I/JOHLIR DO OSN=FLEXSTAB.LOADMODL.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR 
IIFLFXSTAB EXEC PGM=AIC,REGION=386K 
//FT06FOOl DO SVSOUT=A 
JJFTSOFOOI DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK, (S,S) ,RLSE), 
1/ DCB=(RECFM=FB.LRECL=AO.~LKSIZE=24~O.RUFNO=1) 
/ /FT20F 001 DO f)SN=IGDT APE~ 0 I SP=OLD. OCR= (ALJFNO= 1 ) 
IIUT20 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(lOO,35» 
,/UT21 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK.(lOO.35» 
//UT22 DD UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOQ,35» 
I/UT23 DO UNIT=5YSOA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
//UT24 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
//UT25 Of) UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(lOO.3S» 
/IUT26 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
I/UT27 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,35» 
I/UT2A DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(lOQ.35» 
IIUT29 DD UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOQ.35» 
IIUT30 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(lOO.35» 
/IUT3l DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(lOO,35» 
IIUT32 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,35» 
I/UT33 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.35» 
/IUT34 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(lOO.35» 
I/HD35 OD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(Ol,Ol» .DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIUT35 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(500,50» ,DISP=(NEw,PASS) 
J/UT36 00 UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
IIUT37 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUT38 00 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.35» 
IIFT05FOOl DO * 
1* 
IICPT EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=50K 
IIFT06FOOl DO DUMMY 
/10 DO LJNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK'l),DC~=(RECFM=U.BLKSIZE=2048) 
IIFTOIFOOI DD nCB=*.D.DISP=(OLD,DELETE).OSN=*.FLEXSTAH.HD35 
IIFTOIF002 DO DCR=*.O.DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .DSN=*.FLEXSTA8.UT35 
I IT DO UN I T= (TP9 •• OEFER) .01 SP= ( ,KEEP) ,DSN=IA I CT APi, VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFT02FOOl DO DSN=*.T.VOL=REF=*.T,OCB=*.D,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) .LABEL=Ol 
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Execution JCL-ISIC 
/IRUN~ISIC JOB (ACCT,INFO) .'NAME',MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
IIJOBLIR DO nSN=FLEXSTAR.LOADMODL.LI8RARY,DISP=SHR 
I/FLEXSTAB EXEC PGM=ISIC,REGION=366K 
IIFT06FOOl DO SYSOUT=A 
IIFT50FOOl DO LJNIT=SYSOA.SPACE=<TRK, (5,5) ,RLSE), 
II DCR=(RECFM=F8,LRECL=AO.dLKSIZE=2480,BUFNO=1) 
IIFT25FOOl DO DSN=~DTAPE~DISP=OLD,OC8=(RUFNO=1) 
IIUTOl DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUTD? no UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S») 
IIUT03 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,35» 
IIUT04 00 UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.35» 
I/UT07 DO UNIT=SySDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUT08 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOQ,35» 
IIUT09 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,35» 
I/UTIO DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TPK,(lOO,35» 
IIUTll DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
I/UT12 OD UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.35» 
IIUT13 DO UNIT=SYSOA.SPACE=(TRK.(lOO.3S» 
IIUT14 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUTlS DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,35» 
I/UT16 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
I/UTl7 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
IIUT18 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(lOO,3S» 
IIUT19 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol» ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIUT20 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(lOO.35» 
IIHD21 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol» ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIUT21 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(SOO,SO» ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIHD22 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(ol,Ol» ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIUT2? DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(SOO,SO» .DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIH023 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol» ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
I/UT23 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACf=(TRK,(SOO.sO» .DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIHD24 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol.Ol» ,DISP=(NEW,PASSl 
I/UT24 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(SOO,SO» ,DISP=(NEW.PASS) 
IIHD25 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol» .DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
/IUT2S DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,35»,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
//FTIIFOOI DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lO,lO», 
1/ DCR=(RECFM=V8S,LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=2048.BUFNO=1) 
/IFT05FOOl DO * 
1* 
IICPT EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=50K 
I/FT06FOOl DO DUMMY 
110 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.l) ,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=?048) 
IIFTOIFOOI DO DCR=*.D,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) ,oSN=*.FLEXSTA8.UT19 
I/FTOIF002 DO DCB=*.D,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) ,nSN=*.FLEXSTA8.HD21 
IIFTOIF003 DO DCB=*vD,DISP=(OLD,DELETE),OSN=*.FLEXSTAa.UT21 
IIFTOIFo04 DO DCR=*.D,DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=*.FLEXSTAB.HD22 
I/FTOIFOOS DO DC8=*.D,DISP:(OLD,DELETE) ,DSN=*.FLEXSTAB.lJT22 
I/FTOIF006 DO DCB=*oD,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) ,DSN=*.FLEXSTAB.HD23 
I/FrOlFoo7 DO OCB=*.D,DISP=(OLD,DELETE).nSN=*.FLEXSTAa.UT23 
/IFTOIF008 DO DCB=*.D,DISP=(OLD.DELETE),OSN=*.FLEXSTAB.HD24 
//FTOIF009 DO DC8=*.D,DISP:(OLD,DELETE) ,DSN=*aFLEXSTA8.LJT24 
//FTOIFOIO DO OC8=*.D,DISP=(OLO,DELETE) 90SN=*~FLEXSTAB.HD2S 
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liT DO lJNIT=(TP9,.DEFER),DISP=(,KEEP) ,[)C::;N=SICTAP.VOL=SER='?'?'?'?'?'? 
IIT2 DO UNIT=(TP9"OEFER) .DYSP={,KEEP),nc::;N=EATAPE,VOL=SER=,?,?,?,?,?? 
IIFT02FOOl DO OSN=v.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OCB=*.D,OISP=(NEW,KEEPl ,LA8EL=Ol 
IIFT02F002 aD nSN=*.T,VOL=RfF=*.T,DC8=*.D,DISP=(NEW.KEEP) ,LA8EL=02 
IIFr02F003 DO DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OCB=*.O.OISP=(NEW.KEEP) ,LAAEL=03 
IIFT02F004 DO OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T.OCB=*.D,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) .LAREL=04 
IIFT02F005 DO OSN=*.T,VOL=RFF=*.T,OCB=*.O,OISP={NEW,KEEP),LABEL=05 
IIFT02FOO~ DO DSN=*.T.VOL:RfF=*.T.OC8=*.D.OISP=(NEW.KEEP) ,LABEL=06 
IIFr02F007 DO OSN=*.T,VOL=RfF=*.T,DCB=*.D,OISP=(NEW.KEEP) ,LABEL=07 
IIFT02FOOA DO DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OCB=*.o,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) .LAREL=OB 
IIFT02F009 OD DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OC8=*.D.GISP=(NEW.KEEP) ,LABEL=OY 
IIFT02FOlO DO OSN=*.T2,VOL=REF=*.T2,OC8=*.D,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LABEL=lO 










IIRlJN(alNM JOB (ACCT.INFO) ,'NAME',MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
IIJ08LIR DD DSN=FLEXSTAB.LOADMODL.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR 
IICP EXEC PGM=COPY.REGION=SOK 
IIFT06FOOl DD DUMMY 
liT DO UNIT=(TP9"OEFER) .DISP=OLD,DCB=(RECFM=U,ALKSIlE=2048), 
I I DSN=[[ICr7i:PI, VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFTOIFOOI DD DSN=~.T,VOL=REF=*.T,DISP=OLD.LABEL=(Ol,.,I~) 
IIFTOIF002 DD DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(02",IN) 
IIFTOIF003 DD nSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(03",IN) 
IIFTOIF004 DD DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(04".IN) 
IIFTOIFOOS OD DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(OS."IN) 
IIFTOIF006 DD OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(06.,.IN) 
IIFTOIF007 DD OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(07."IN) 
IIFTOIF008 DD OSN=*.T,VOL=RFF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(08",IN) 
IIFTOIF009 DD OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(09".IN) 
IIFT02FOOl DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPAC~=(TRK,(Ol,Ol»,DCB=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F002 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE.=(TRK,(Ol,Ol».DC8=*.T,DISP=(NEW'~ASS) 
IIFT02F003 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK~(SOO,SO» ,DC8=*.T.DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F004 DD UNIT=SySDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol»,DCB=*.T,OISp=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02FOOS DD UNIT=SySDA,SPACE=(TRK,(SOO.SO» ,DCB=*.T,DISP=(NEW.PASS) 
IIFT02F006 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol»,DCR=*.T.OISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F007 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(SOo,SO»,DCB=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F008 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol»,DCB=*.T.DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F009 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(SOO,SO» ,DCB=*.T,DIsP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFLEXSTAB EXEC PGM=NM,REGION=2S2K 
IIFT06FOOl DD SYSOUT=A 
IIFTSOFOOI DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(S.S) ,RLSE), 
II DC8=(RECFM=FB.LRF.CL=So,8LKSIZE=2480,BUFNO=l) 
IIUTOl DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.35» 
//UT02 DD UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUT03 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
//UT04 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
//UT07 DD UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
/IUT08 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
I/UT09 DD UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUTIO DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOQ,3S» 
/IUTII DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
I/UT12 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
/IHD13 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol» ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
I/UT13 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(SOO,SO»,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
I/UT19 DD DISP=(OLD,PASS) ,DSN=*.CP.FT02FOOl 
//HD21 DD DISP=(OLD9DELETE) ,DSN=*eCP.FTOcF002 
/IUT21 OD DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .DSN=*.CP.FT02F003 
I/HD22 OD DISP=<OLD,DELETE),DSN=*.CP.FT02F004 
I/UT22 DD DISP=(OLD,DELETE) ,DSN=*eCP.FT02FOOS 
I/HD23 DD DISP=(OLD,PASS) ,DSN=*.CP.FT02F006 
I/UT23 DO DISP:(MOD,PASS),DSN=*.CP$FT02F007 
//H024 DO DISP=(OLD,PASS),DSN=*.CP.FT02F008 
/IUT24 DO DISP=(MOD~PASS),DSN=*.CP.FT02F009 
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NM-JCL Con t. 
IICPTI FXEC PGH=COPY,REGION=50K 
IIFTOhFQOl DO nUM~Y 
liD DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE={TRK,l) ,DC~=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=2048) 
IIFTOIFOOI DO OC8=*oO,OISP=(OLD,OELETE) ,OSN=*.FlEXSTAB.lJT19 
IIFrOlFo02 00 oCH=*.O,OISP=(OLn,OELETE) ,OSN=*.FLEXSTAB.H023 
IIFTOIF003 DO OC8=*.D,DISP=(OLO,OELETE),nSN=*.FLEXSTAR.UT23 
IIFTOIF004 DO DCR=*.O,OISP=(OLO,OELETE) .DSN=*.FLEXSTAB.HD24 
IIFTOIF005 DO DCR2*.D,DISP=(OLD,DELETE),nSN=*.FLEXSTAR.UT24 
I lTD 0 UN I T = (T P 9 , ,DE FER) ,r)! S p = ( • P ~ S S) ,0 S N =Is I C T P ij, VOL = S E R = ??? ??? 
IIFr02FOOl DO OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T.OCR=*.D,OISP=(NEW,PASS) ,LABEL=Ol 
IIFT02F002 DO nSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T.UCR=*.n,DISP=(NEW,PASS) ,LABEL=02 
IIFT02Fn03 DO OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,UCB=*.D,OISP=(NEW.PASS} ,LAAEL=03 
IIFT02F004 DO OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OCB=*.n,DISP=(NEW,PASS) ,LABEL=04 
IIFT02FOOS DO OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OCR=*.O,DISP=(NEW,PASSl .LA8EL=05 
IICPT2 EXEC PG~=COPY.REGION=50K 
IIFT06FOOI DO DUMMY 
lID DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(rRK,l),OC~=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=?04R) 
IIFTOlFOOl DO DCB=*.0,DISP=(OLn,OELETE),nSN=*.FLEXSTAB.HD13 
IIFTOIF002 DO DC8=*.n,OISP=(OLO,DELETE) ,DSN=*.FLEXSTA8.IJT13 
lIT DO UNIT=(T P9"DEFER) ,DISP=(.KEEP) 'DSN~NMTAPEI,vOL=SER=?????? 
IIFT02FOOl DO DSN={}.T,VOL=RFF=*.T.UCB=*.D,OISP=(NEW,KEEPl .LAREL=Ob 
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Execution JCL-ESIC 
IIRUN®ESIC JOB (ACCT,INFO) ,'NAME·,MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
IIJORLI8 DO OSN=FLEXSTAB.LOADMODL.LIBRftRY,DISP=SHR 
IIFLEXSTAR fXEC PGM=ESIC,REGION=312K 
IIFTOhFOOl DO SYSOUT=A 
IIFT50FOOl DO UNIT=SYSoA,SPACE=<TRK, (S,5) ,RLSE), 
II DC8={RECFM=FB~LRECL=80.8LKSIZf=2480.BUFNO=1) 
11FT 01 F 0 01 DO r>sN=IGoT APE], n 1 SP=OLo, IJCB= (BUFNO= I) 
IIFT02FOOl DO UNIT=SYSDA9SPACE=(TRK,(50,20» t 
II oC8=(RECFM=VBS~LRECL=2044,BLKSIZE=2048,BUFNO=1) 
IIFT03FOOl DO UNIT=SYSoA,SPACE=(TRK,C50,?O» ,oCB=*.FT02FOOl 
IIUT04 DO UNIT=SYSDA 9 SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUT07 DO UNIT=SYSoA 9 SPACE=(TKK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUT08 DO UNrT=SYSoA~SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUT09 00 UNIT=SYSoA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IINASTAP DO UNIT=(TP99,DEFER) ,DISP=OLD,VQL=SER=?????? 
I /FT09F 0 01 DO r)SN=t-1ATR I X .. NAME, VOL=REF=* 0 NAST AP, D I SP=OLD, DCB= (8UFNO= 1 ) 
IIFT09F002 DD DUMMY 
IIUTIO DD UNIT=SYSDA9SPAC~=(TRK,(100,35» 
IIUTll DD UNIT=SYSoA,SPACE=(TRK,(l0093S» 
IIUT12 OD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,35» 
IIUTl3 DD UNIT=SYSoA.SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,35» 
IIUT14 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(IOO,35» 
IIFT15FOOl DO UNIT=SYSDA9SPACE=(TRK,(SO,20» ,DCB=*.FT02FOOl 
IIUT19 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(01901» ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIHD23 DO UNIT=SYSDA9SPACE=(TRK,(OI,Ol» ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIUT23 oD UNIT=SYSDA~SPACE=(TRK,(SOO,SO» ,DISP=(NEw,PASS) 
IIHD24 DO UNIT=SYSoA.SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol» ~DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIUTZ4 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK9·(SOO,50» ,OISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT05FOOI DO * 
/{} 
IlePT EXEC PGM=COPy,REGI0N=SOK 
IIFT06FOOl DO DUMMY 
liD DO UNIT=SySDA~SPACE=(TRK.l) ,DC~=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=2048) 
IIFTOIFOOI DO DCR=*wD,DISP=(OLQ,DELETE) ,nSN=*.FLEXSTAB.lIT19 
IIFTOIF002 DO DC8=*oD,oISP=(OLD.DELETE) .OSN=*.FLEXSTAB.HD23 
I/FTOIF003 DO OC8=*oD,DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=*.FLEXSTAB.UT23 
IIFTOIF004 DO oC8=*~D9DISP=(OLD.DELETE) 9DSN=*.FLEXSTAB.HDZ4 
IIFTOIFOOS oD nC8=*oD,DISP=(OLD9DELETE) ,DSN=*.FLEXSTAB.UT24 
liT DD UNIT=(TP9"DEFER) 9DISP=(9KE~P),DSN~SICTP3~VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFTozFOOl DD I)SN=*.T9VOL=REF=*QT~OCR=*.0,oISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LABEL=Ol 
I/FT02FOOZ DO DSN=*GT,VOL=R~F=~.T,OC8=*.D,DISP=(NEW.KEEP) ,LA8EL=02 
IIFT02F003 DO DSN=*er.VOL=REF=*.T,OCB=*.D,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LABEL=03 
IIFTOZF004 DO DSN=*.T 9 VOL=REF=*QT,IJC8=*.0,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LABEL=04 







IIRUN~SDSS JOB (ACCT,INFO),'NAMEt,MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
IIJOHLIR DO nSN=FLEXSTAR.LO~DMODLoLIHRARY.DISP=SHR 
IICPl EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=SOK 
IIFT06FOOl DO DUMMY 
lIT DO UNIT=(TP9"DEFER),DI5P=OLD,OCB=(RfCFM=U,RLKSI7E=?048), 
II OSN=~ICTAP~VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFTOIFOOI DO nSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(Ol",IN) 
/IFTOIFOO? DO DSN=*eT,VOL=REF=*.T.OISP=OLD,LABEL=(02",IN) 
IIFT02FOOl 00 IJNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol),DCB=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F002 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.(SOO,SO» ,DC8=*.T,OISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IICP2 EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=50K 
IIFT06FOOl DO nUMMY 
liT DO UNIT=(TP9"DEFER) ,OISP=OLD.DCR=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=20~8), 
II DSN=ls I CTP31. VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFTOIFOOI DO DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(Ol",I~) 
IIFTOIF002 DO DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(02",IN) A 
IIFTOIF003 DO DSN=*eT,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(03",IN) (See 
IIFTOIF004 DO nSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLO,LABEL=(04",IN) note 
IIFTOIFOOS DD DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(OS",IN) below) 
IIFT02FOOl DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(100,3S» ,DCB=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F002 DO UNIT=SySDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol» ,DCB=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F003 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(sOO,SO) ,DCB=*.T.DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F004 DO UNrT=SYSDA.SP~CE=(TRK?(Ol,Ol» ,DCB=*.T,OISP=(NEW.PASS) 
IIFT02FOOS DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(SOO.50») ,DCB=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS)_ 
IIFLEXSTAA EXEC PGM=SDSS,REGION=40HK 
IIFT06FOOl DO SYSOUT=A 
IIFTSOFOOI DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(S.S) ,RLSE), 
II DCR=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,8LKSIZf.=2480,BUFNO=1) 
IIFTlSFOOI DD SYSOUT=B 
IIFT20FOOl DO OSN=!GDTAPE~DISP=OLD,DCB=(BlJFNO=l) 
IIHD21 00 DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .DSN=*.CPl.FT02FOOI 
IIUT21 DD DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .DSN=*.CP1.FT02F002 
IIUT22 DO DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=*.CP2.FT02F001-} 
IIH023 DO DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .DSN=*.CP2.FT02F002 B 
IIUT23 DO OISP=(OLD,DELET[) .DSN=*.CP2.FT02F003 (See note 
IIHD24 DO DISP=(OLD,DELETE) ,DSN=*.CP2.FT02F004 below) 
IIUT24 00 DISP=(OLD,nELETE)oDSN=*.CP2.FT02FOOS 
IIUTOl DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» -
IIUT02 DD UNIT=SYSDA9SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUT03 DO UNIT=SYSDA~SPACE=(TRK,{10093S» 
IIUT04 DO UNIT=SYSDA9SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
IIUT07 oD UNIT=SYSDA9SPACE=(TRK,(100~3S» 
IIUT08 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(100.3S» 
IIUT09 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
;/UT1~ DO UNIT=SYSDA~SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S)' 
IIUTII DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(100,3S» 
1!~T12 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(OS90S,) ~olSP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIUTl3 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIHD14 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK, (01,01» ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
/IUTI4 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=<TRK,(SOO,SOI) .DISP=(NEw,PASS) 
IIUT20 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 







IICPT EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=50K 
IIFT06FOOl DO DUMMY 
liD DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,1),Dce=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=?04H) 
IIFTOIFOOI 00 DC8=*.O,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) ,DSN=*.FLEXSTA8.UT12 
IIFTOIF002 DO DCB=*.D,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .nSN=*.FLEXSTAB.H014 
JIFTOIF003 DO DCB=*.D,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) ,OSN=*.FLEXSTA8.IJT14 
liT DD UNIT=(TP9"OEFER)'DISP=(,KEEP),DSN~SDSST~,VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFT02FOOl DD DSN=*.T,VOL=RfF=*.T,OC8=*.D,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LABEL=Ol 
IIFT02F002 DO I)SN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OCB=*.D,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LABEL=02 
IIFT02F003 DO DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OC8=*.D,DISP=CNEW,KEEP) ,LA8EL=OJ 
1* 
NOTE - Second Copy step at A should be removed and JCL cards 
at B should be replaced by the following cards for 
a Rigid case (no SJCTP3 data): 
IIUT22 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=CTRK,(lOO,3S» 
IJUT23 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=CTRK,CIOO,3S» 






, . . -.,..., 
Execution JeL-TH 
IIRIJNio.lTH JOB (ACCT,INFO), 'NAME' ,/vISGLfVEL=(2,Q) 
IIJ)BLIR DD DSN=FLEXSTAR.LOAD~ODL.LI8RARYtDISP=SHR 
IICP EX~C PGM=COPy,REGION=SOK 
/IFT06FOOI DD nUMMY 
liT DO lJNTT=(TP9"DEFER) '!)I~P=OLD,()CR=(RECFM=U9RLKSIZE=?04B), 
II OSN9snSST~,VOL=SER=77???? 
IIFTOIFOOI no nSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T901SP=OLD,LABEL=(Ol~9~J~) 
IIFTOIFOO? DD DSN=*.T.VOL=RFF=*.T90I5P=OLD,LABEL=(O?",I~) 
IIFTOIFnOl DD nSN=*.T.VOL=RFF=*.TqOISP=OLD,LABEL=(03",IN) 
., IIFTO?FOOI DO IJNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK, (05.05» .DCR=*.T,DISP={NEw,PASC:;) 
IIFT02F00? DD LJNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,{01401)) ,DCR=*.T.nI~p=(NfW.PASC:;) 
IIFT02FoOl OD UNTT=SYSDA.SPAC~=(TRK,(S00,SO) ,DCB=*.T.DISP=(NEW~PAS5) 
IIFLfXSTA8 EXEC PGM=TH,REGION=lR2K 
IIFT06FOOl 00 SYSOUT=A 
IIFTSOFOOI DD IJNTT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TqK. (,),5) .RLSE). 
II nCB=(RECFM=FB9LRFCL=RO,8LKSIZF=2480,BUFNO=l) 
IIHOOl DO DISP=(OLD,DELETF.) .DSN=*.CP.FTO?F002 
IIUTOl on DISP=(OLD.OFLETE) .DSN=*.CP.FTO?FOO) 
IIHD02 DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol».OISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIUT02 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(SOO,50» ,DI5P={NEw,PASS) 
11FT 0 3F 001. DD DSN=iGDfAl5E1, rn SP=OLn, DCB= (RIIFNO= 1 ) 
IIUT04 00 OISP=(OLD.DELETE) ,DSN=*.CP.FTO?FOOl 
I/FT05FOOl DO * 
1* 
IICPT EXEC PGM=COPY,REGIO~=SOK 
IIFT06FOOl DO DUMMY 
liD DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,ll ,DC~=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=2048) 
IIFTOIFOOI DO nCR=*oD,DISP=(OLD~DELETE) ,DSN=*.FLEXSTAB.HD02 
I/FTOIF002 DD DCH=*.O.DISP=(OLD,DELETE) ,DSN=*.FLEXSTABoUT02 
liT DD UNIT=(TP9,9DEFER) ,OISP=(,KEEP) .DSN=ttHTAPE~VOL=SEP=?????? 
I/FT02F001 DD DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OC8=*.O,DISP=(NEW.KEEP),LABEL=Ol 
//FT02F002 DO nSN=*&T,VOL=REF=*.T,UCA=*oO,OISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LABEL=02 
1* 
II-ll 
.~;c::Jl'i (t:!"" _':'~~~' ~ 
~ , •• .... ""'---<,<' ~ , ~ 
,. 
,,'- - '-r 
Execution JCL-ALDS 
IIRUN~ALDS JOR (ACCT,INFO) ~INAMEI,MSGLFVEL=(2,O) 
IIJORLIR OD OSN=FLEXSTA9.LOADMODL.LIBRARY,OISP=SHR 
IICP EX~C PGM=CO~Y,REGION=SOK 
IIFT06FOOl DO nUMMY 
liT DO lINIT=(TpQ4,DEFER) .DISP=OLD.OC8=(R~CFM=U,BLKSIZE=?048), 
1/ DSN=~DSST~.VOL=S~R=?????? 
IIFTOIFoOl 00 DSN=*.T.VOL=RfF=*.T,D!SP=OLO.LABEL=(Ol,4.IN) 
IIFTOlFOO? 08 OSN=ir.T,VOL=RFF=*.T,DISP=OLD.LABEL=(O?",IN) 
IIFTOIF003 DO ~S~=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T9DISP=OLO,LA8fL=(03 ••• IN) 
IIFrO?FOOl DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK. (OS,O':)}) ,OC8=*.T,DIsP=(NEw,PASS) 
IIFT02FOO? no UNIT=SYSOA.SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,O!» ,OCB=*.T,OI~P=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02F003 DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(Son,SO»,DC8=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFLFXSTA8 EXEC PGM=ALOS,REGION=?26K ' 
IIFT06FoOl DO SYSOUT=A 
IIFTSOFOOl DO lJNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK, (S,c:;) .RLSE). 
II DCB=(RECF~=FB.LPFCL=RO,BLKSIZF=24RO,PUFNO=l) 
11FT 0 1 F 0 0 1 00 DSN::jGfn APEj, 0 I SP=OLO, DCB= (RtJFNO= 1 ) 
IIUT02 DD OISP=(OLD,OELETE) ,DSN=*.CP.FTO?FOOI 
IIHD03 DD DISP=(OLOtOELETE) ,DSN=*.CD.FT02F002 
IIUT03 DO DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .DSN=*.CP.FTO?F003 
IIUT04 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACf=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IINASTAP DD UNIT=(TP9"OEFER) ,DISP=OLD,VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFT07FOOl 00 DSN=MATRIx.NAMF,VOL=KEF=*.NASTAP,DISP=OLO,DCB=(8UFNO=l) 
IIFT07F002 DO nUMMY 
IIUT07 ~O UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
IIUTOR on UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOQ,3S» 
IIFTIOFOOl 00 UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK.(lO,?O», 
II DCB=(RF.CFM=V8S~LRECL=2044,8LK~IZE=2048,8UFNO=l) 
IIFTIOF002 00 UNIT=SYSOA.SPACE=(TRK,(lO,20» ,DC8=*.FT10Fonl 
IIFTlOFOOl DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lO,20» ,OC8=*.FTIOFOOl 
IIFTlOF004 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lO,20» ,OCB=*.FTIOFOOI 
IIFTIOFOOS DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK.(lO.20» ,DC8=*.FTIOFOOl 
IIFTIOFOOn 00 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lO.20»,DCR=*.FTIOFOOl 







IIRUN~SLOS JOB (ACCT.INFO) .'NAME',MSGLEVEL=(2.0) 
IIJORLIR DO DSN=FLEXSTA~.LOADMOOLoLI8RARY,OISP=SHR 
IICPl EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=SnK 
IIFTO~FOOI DO OUM~Y 
lIT 00 lJNIT=(TP; •• DEFER) .DISP=OLO,DC8=(RFCFM=U,BLKSIZf=2048) , 
II OSN~EATAP~'VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFTOIFOOI DD nSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T~DISP=OLD,LABEL=(lO,.,I~) 
IIFTOIF002 DO OSN=*.T.VOL=RFF=*.T.DISp=nLD,LABEL=(11 •• ~rN) 
IIFT02FOOI OD lINIT=SYSDA,SPACE=CTRK,(Ol,Ol) ,DC8=*oT,DISP=(NEW.PASS) 
IIFT02F002 00 U~IT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(SOO,SO)) .DC8=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IICP2 EXEC PGM=COPy,REGION=SO~ 
IIFT06FOOI DD DUMMY 
/IT DO IJNIT=(TP9"DEFER) ,QrSP=OLD,UC8=(RFCFM=U,8LKSI7E=?04B), 
1/ OSN=t$nSSTPI. VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFTOIFOOI DD OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,DISP=OLD.LABEL=(Ol."IN) 
IIFTOIF002 DD nSN=*.T,VOL=RFF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(02,9.IN) 
IIFTOIF003 00 OSN=*.T,VOL=RFF=*.T,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(01 ••• IN) 
IIFT02FOOI no UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK.(OS,oS) ,DC8=*.T,oISP=(NEW!PASS) 
IIFr02F002 DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK.(Ol,nl») ,DCR=*.T,OISP=(NEW,PASS) 
/IFT02F003 DD UNTT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK.(Son.so» ,DCB=*.T.DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFLEXSTA8 FXEC PGM=SLDS,REGlON=214K 
IIFT06FOOl DD SY50UT=A 
IIFTSOFOOl DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(S,S) ,RLSE), 
/1 OCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,8LKSI?F=24RO,BUFNO=1) 
IIHDOI DO OISP=(OLD,DELETE) ~DSN=*.CPl.FT02FOOl 
IIUTDl DO DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .DSN=*.CPl.FT02F002 
I/UT02 DO DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 9DSN=*aCP2.FT02FOOl 
IIHOD3 on DIsp=(nLD,DELETE) ,DSN=*.CP2.fT02F002 
flUT03 DD DISP=(OLD.DELETf),OSN=*.CP2.FT02F003 
/IUT04 00 UNIT=SYSDA~SPACE=(TRKt(lOOt35») 









IIRUNOOCAIC JOB (ACCT.INFO)~'NAME',MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
I/JOBLIR DO DSN=FLEXSTAR.LOADMOOL.LIBRARV,DISP=SHR 
/ICP EXEC PGM=COPV,REGION=SOK 
IIFT06FOOl DO nUMMY lIT DO UNTT=(TP9~,OEFER) ,OISP=(OLD,PASS) .DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=2048), 
II OSN=[til.CTAP!. VOL=SER=?????'? 
IIFTOlFOOl DO DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(Ol,.,IN) 
IIFTOIFQ02 00 DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD,LABEL=(02",IN) 
IIFT02FOOl DO IJNIT=SYSDA.SP~CE=(TRK.(Ol,Ol» .DCR=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFT02Fn02 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(SOn.sO» ,OCB=*.T,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFLEXSTAR EXEC PGM=CAIC,REGION=140K 
IIFT06FOOl DO SYSOUT=A 
IIFT50FOOl DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACf:=<TRK, (SOdO) ,RLSE), 
II DC8=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,8LKSI7E=24BO,RUFNO=1) 
IIHDOl DO DISP=(OLO.DELETE) .DSN=*.CP.FTO?FOOI 
IIUTO! OD DISP=(0LD,DELETE) .DSN=*.CP.FTO?F002 
IIH002 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol» .DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIUT02 DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK.(SOO~50» ,DISP=(NEW.PASS) 
IIFT05FOOl DO * 
1* 
IICPT EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=50 K 
IIFT06FOOl DO DUMMY 
110 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACF=(TRK'1).DC~=(RECFM=U'BLKSIZE=?048) 
IIFTOIFnOl DO DCB=*.D,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .DSN=*.FLEXSTAh.HD02 
!/FTOIF002 DO DCB=*.D,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) .DSN=*.FLEXSTA8.UT02 
liT 00 UN I T= (TP9, ,DEFER) ,0 I SP= ( ,KEEP) • DSN=fAIC"""'fAP":-CORRT· VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFT02FOOl DO nSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,DCB=*.n,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LABEL=03 








IIRUN~EA#P J08 (ACCT,INFO).'NAME',~SGLfVEL=(2,0) 
IIJORLIR DD OSN=FLEXSTA8.LOADMODL.LIRRARY,DISP=SHR 
IICP EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=SOK 
IIFT06FOO) DD OUM~Y 
liT DD UNIT=(T P 9"DEFEP) .QISP=OLD.OCB=(RFCFM=U,BLKSIZ~=?048), 
/1 f)SN9SA TAPIJ. VOL =SfR='???'??? 
IIFTOl~OOl 00 QSN=*.T,VOL=RfF=*.T.OISP=OLD.LABEL=10 
IIFT01F002 00 OSN=*.T.VOL=RFF=*.T,OISP=Ol O.LABEL=ll 
I/FT02F001 00 UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TPK,(01.01» ,OCR=*.T,OISP=(NEW.PASS) 
IIFT02F002 00 UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TR~,(100.3S) ,OCB=*.T,OISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFLEXSTAB EXEC PGM=EAPLT,REGION=200K.CONO=(0,LT) 
IIFT06F001 DD SYSOUT=A 
IIFT50F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK, (S,S).RLSE), 
II DCB=(RECFM=F8.LRECL=80,8LKSJ7F=2480,8UFNO=1) 
IIHD03 DD OISP=(OLD,DELfTE) .DSN=*.CP.FTo?FOOl 
I/UT03 DO DISP=(OLD,DELETF.) .OSN=*.CP.FTO?F002 
IIPLOTTAPE DO UNIT=TP7.DISP=(NEW,KEEP' .LAb~L=(,BLP), ••• 














IIRUN~NM#P JOB (ACCT.INFO) ,'NAME',MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
IIJOBLIB DO DSN=FLEXSTAR.LOADMODL.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR 
IICP EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=50K 
IIFT06FOOl 00 nUMMY 
\ 
lIT DO UNIT=(T D9"DEFER) 'DISP=OLD~DCB=(RfCFM=U,8LKSI7E=20~8)9 
II I)SN::(NMT APfl4 VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFTOIFOOI DO OSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T.OISP=OLO.LABEL=Ol 
IIFTOIF002 DO OSN=*.T,VOL=RFF=*.T.OISP=OLD,LABEL=02 
IIFT02FOOl DO IJNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol.01» .DCB=*.T,OISP=(NEW~PASS) 
II Fr02Fo02 nD IJNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOn,35» ,DCR=*.T.DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
IIFLEXSTAB EXEC PGM=NMPLT,RFGJON=150K,COND=(O,LT) 
IIFTOAFOOI DO SYSOUT=A 
IIUTOI DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO~35)) 
IIUT02 00 UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(IOO.3S») 
IIHDl3 DO DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=*.CP.FTO?FOOI 
IIUTl3 DO DISP=(OLD.DELETE) ,DSN=*.CP.FT02F002 
IIPLOTTAPE DO UNTT=TP7.DJSP=(NEW,KEEP).LOBEL=(,BLP) •••• 



































IIRUN@TH#P JOB (ACCT.INFO),'NAME',MSGLEVEL=(2.0) 
IIJOBLI8 DO DSN=FLEXSTAB.LOADMOOL.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR 
IICP EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=50K 
IIFT06FOOl 00 DUMMY 
liT DO UNIT=(TP9"OEFER) ,DISP=OLO,OCB=CRECFM=U,BLKSIZE=2048), 
II DSN=ttHTAP~.VOL=SER=?????? 
IIFTOIFOOI DO DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD.LABEL=Ol 
IIFTOIF002 DO DSN=*.T,VOL=REF=*.T,OISP=OLD.LABEL=02 
I/FT02FOOI DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,nl»),DCB=*.T,OISP=(NEW,PASS) 
I/FT02F002 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOn,3S» ,DCB=*.T,DISP=CNEW,PASS) 
I/FLfXSTAB fXEC PGM=THPLT,RfGION=150K,COND=(O,LT) 
IIFT06FOOl DO SYSOUT=A 
/IUTOl DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIH002 DO DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=*.CP.FT02FOOl 
IIUT02 DO DISP=COLD,DELETE) ,DSN=*.CP.FTO?F002 
/IPLOTTAPE DO UNIT=TP7,DISP=CNEW,KEEP),LA8EL=(,BLP) , ••• 
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APPENDIX III 
The CDC to IBM Conversion of F1EXSTf...B Soft1trare 
The FLEXSTAB program package was initially developed on CDC 6000 and 7000 
series computers. No effort Ivas made to code the programs in a machine 
dependent fashion. FORTP~ usage was not restricted to ANSI statements and 
machine dependent code was scattered among a large number of routines. Also, 
the system consists of 14 separate programs Hith no executive superstructure. 
Therefore, all communication between programs is established by transmitting 
files of information. 
In order that existing user and programmer documentation be equally useful 
with the IBM version, no change in program architecture or data communication 
techniques was permitted. Since program maintenance updates were expected, 
the source code line numbers within each version were to be as alike as 
possible. 
Operating under these constraints, the changes necessary to effect the con-
version can be broadly grouped into: (1) changes due to FORTRAN dialect 
differences, (2) changes made necessary by the smaller 32-bit IBH computer 
word and, (3) changes due to FORTRAN compiler or operating systerll functional 
differences. 
The CDC FORTRAN dialect differences were quickly isolated through diagnostic 
messages from the IBM FORTrull~ compiler. They included: 
a) The PROGRAN, OVERLAY, and CALL OVER1AY statements removed during 
conversion. 
b) Multiple assignment statements (e.g., I=J=K=l), replaced by separate 
assignment statements. 
c) The IF (EOF(lIl» statement replaced by FORTRAN I/O END= or GINO (See 
Appendix IV) logical END parameters. 
d) Hollerith literals in assignment statements (e.g., A=4HCASE), replaced 
e) 
f) 
by statement function definition and appropriate calls (e.g., A=1IT(4HCASE) 
with Statement Function 1IT(1)=1.) 
DECODE command, replaced by BACKSPACE and a (re)READ. 
BUFFER IN and BUFFER OUT, replaced by standard FORTRAN I/O or calls to 
GINO. (See Appendix IV.) 
g) Octal constants in DATA and assignment statements, replaced by integer or 
hexadecimal constants. 
h) Use of logical operators .AND. and .OR. with operands not typed logical, 
replaced by function calls to an assembly language subprogram. 
i) References to first element of an array without explicit subscript 











The 32-bit IBM computer word did not provide sufficient prec~s~on for FLEXSTAB floa ting-point computations. The remedy was to add an "nfPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)" statement to each. subroutine. TIlls statement forces all floating point arithmetic and data storage to double precision (64-bit) format. The resultant computation precision slightly exceeds that provided by the 60-bit CDC word. The standard 32-bit format was retained for INTEGER variables. Consequently, the contents of many common blocks which contained both real and integer type variables had to be re-ordered to assure proper IBH storage alignment. 
Also, one functional difference between the FORTRAN object code produced by the CDC compiler and by the IBM compiler caused several errors that were quite difficult to diagnose. The difference invoh7 ed ,':he subprogram to subprogram parameter passing methods. In the CDC object COde all parameters are passed with calls-by-reference. In the IBM object code only dimensioned parameters are passed in this fashion; simple variables are passed in calls-by-value. In the FLEXSTAB FORTRAN code, there are several occurrences of thl following; 
Subroutine A calls subroutine 13 \vith a parameter dimensioned only in A. Sub-routine B, where the parameter is not dimensioned or used, passes the parameter by calling subroutine C. Subroutine C again contains a dimension statement for the parameter and uses several elements of the parameter array. 
With the CDC method, no problem occurred. However, vJith the IBM method the call from B to C was made as a call-by-value. Only the first element of the parameter array was properly passed. Dimensioning the parameter within B corrected the problem. 
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Appendix IV 
GINO - A Generalized Input/Output package for FLEXSTAB 
GINO is a collection of subprograms, coded in both FORTRAN and assembly 
language, which handles most unformatted input and output operations within 
OS/360 FLEXSTAB. The basic unit of I/O required by FLEXSTAB, and thus imple-
mented in GINO, is a variable length logical record. The length of the logical 
record is completely variable; it depends only on the number and size of items 
in the read/w-rite list. In FLEXSTAB, a matrix row or vector is generally 
written and read as a record. A table or other collection of logically 
related data may also be handled as a record. 
The variable length GINO logical record must be stored on a disk device 
and the characteristics of the device must be taken into consideration. For 
the disk, the physical unit of organization is the track which stores a fixed 
number of words. Thus, there is a mismatch between the variable length GINO 
record and the fixed length disk track. 
The mismatch is resolved through blocking. Blocking creates fixed length 
blocks from variable length records by segmenting and storing the records so 
as to create: (1) multiple records and record segments per block, or (2) 
multiple blocks per record. The blocking design parallels quite closely with 
the Spanned Variable Length Record logic described in Reference 3 (OS Data 
Hanagement Services). The physical output and subsequent input of th~l:H! blocks 
is accomplished through the IBH Basic S"equentia1 Access Hethod (BSAM). The 
size of these blocks is a compromise between the effective utilization of core 
memory and disk storage. The larger the blocks, the fewer the physical I/O 
operations but the more core memory that is required. To limit the maximum 
FLEXSTAB execution core requirements to approximately 400K bytes, a block size 
of 2048 bytes was chosen for the delivered version. 
The GINO design also provides a random-sequential technique which permits 
selection and reading of any file on a multifile unit without reading or passing 
any other. This random-sequential design utilizes a logical file mark created 
and sensed only by GINO to replace the physical file mark normally created by 
the FORTRAN ENDFILE Statement. This arrangement combines groups of data con-
sisting of many files into a single file containing the same data files separ-
ated by GINO-specific logical file marks. These logical file marks are a 
unique data word whose position is recorded in a GINO file locator table. 
The capabilities and operation of GINO can best be illustrated with the 
following example: A data file is created through a series of calls to a GINO 
output entry point. GINO moves the variable length records to a fixed length 
block. As each block is filled, GINO writes it to disk. A particular record 
may fit within a block, or span one or more blocks. Thus a single call to 
GINO with one logical record may initiate none, one, or many disk writes. When 
the file is completed, a call is made to the GINO end-of-fi1e entry point. 
This call stores a logical file mark in the current block, writes it to disk 
and records its position in the GINO file locator table. The position or disk 
address of this final block of the file is obtained through the BSAM NOTE macro. 
Only the disk address of this last block is recorded. The location of the 




subsequently read. Using the preceding sequence other logical files can be 
written on this unit and additional entries made in the file locator table. 
With a multiple file unit thus created, data may be retrieved as follows: 
Using the file locator table, which contains the disk addresses of the last 
block of each logical file, the beginning of any file can be selected by 
pointing to a disk address one unit greater than the last block of the previous 
file. This selection is performed through the BSAM POINT macro. Once a par-
ticular file is located, the logical records within it may be read through a 
series of calls to a GINO input entry point. Read logic reverses the write 
logic, reading blocks from disk as necessary and reconstructing the variable 
length records. If the logical file mark is sensed during a read, a logical 
parameter in the calling sequence is set to true. This provides the capability 
to branch on end-of-file in the calling FORTRAN program. 
This GINO package is contained within the FLEXSTAB ALIB Partitioned Data 
Set. Table IV-l lists the GINO routines, the coding language, the location by 
member name, and the entry points. Accordingly, FORTRAN I/O statements, in the 
bulk of the FLEXSTAB code, have been replaced with appropriate calls to GINO 
entry points. In selected instances, where a single-file unit is written with 
a collection of unrelated simple variables, FORTRAN I/O statements were not 
replaced. 
Although the primary motivation for the conversion of the IBM FLEXSTAB 
from FORTRAN I/O to GINO was to overcome the IBM OS/360 multi-file limitation, 
use of the GINO package substantially decreased program execution time. This 
decrease can be attributed to two factors: (1) an I/O package such as GINO 
with a narrowly defined purpose requires much less logic than the general pur-
pose FORTRAN I/O package, and (2) the random-sequential file location technique 
eliminates wasteful file search time. 
IV-2 









































NOTE: These member names are different from the subroutine/control 
section names. Each has been chosen to duplicate an entry 
point name, thereby facilitating use of the automatic call 








Data Flow in FLEXSTAB 
FLEXSTAB consists of 14 separately executed programs. The only communi-
cation betw'een these programs is by groups of one or more files of unformatted 
information. The term named file is used to refer to such a group of files. 
These named files are called GDTAPE, AICTAP, SDSSTP, etc" which suggest the 
program creating them. In the example JCL given in Appendix II and in References 
1 and 2, named files are saved between programs on tape, a fact also suggested 
by their names. Section 3 of Reference 2 (FLEXSTAB User's Manual) provides an 
overview of the FLEXSTAB progrc1ms and the named files with which they communi-
cate. It should be studied befoce FLEXSTAB runs are made. 
The following data flo,., discnssion, using the AIC program as an example, 
is representative of most FLEXST/-I.B programs. Figure V-l duplicates execution 
JCL appearing in Appendix II; each statement is numbered for reference. The 
job consists of two steps, the fil.:st ey'-\ruLiag the AIC program, the second 
copying output files from disk to t~pe, 
Ste.p one (step name FLEXSTAB) extends from statement 3 to statement 28, 
executing the AIC load module located in FLEXSTAB.LOADMODL.LIBRARY. The data 
definition statements 4 through 27 define the data sets used during the step. 
The data sets for the AIC program (and most other FLEXSTAB programs) are of 
two types: those handled by FORTRAN I/O routines and those handled by GINO 
routines. (GINO is an I/O package used by FLEXSTAB for most unformatted I/O. 
See Appendix IV.) Statements 4-6 and 27 describe the data sets handled by 
FORTRAN I/O routines. Statement 6" describes the input data created in a prior 
run of the GD program. 
Statements 7 through 26 define the GINO data sets used by AIC. GINO data 
set references are by number, and just as for FORTRAN the number is reflected 
in the DDNAME for the data set, e.g., UT1Q at statement 7. In a fashion 
parallel to FORTRAN, the group of logical files referred to by a GINO data set 
number is called a unit. In fact, the GINO units correspond in content with 
similarly numbered FORTRJU~ units in the CDC version of FLEXSTAB. Each GINO 
unit is a single physical file with logical files delimited by a special GINO 
marker. 
All GINO data sets but those in statements 22 and 23 are scratch data 
sets. Statement 23 (DDNA}IE:UT35) defines a data set destined for use in 
subsequent programs. Statement 22 (DDNAME:rID35) defines a directory file for 
UT35 --- it provides the information necessary for random access to each 
logical file on UT35. Both data sets must be passed. 
Step two (stepname CPT) executes the FLEXSTAB COpy program, which simply 
copies data sets one-for-one from FORTRAN unit one to FORTRAN unit two until 
all data sets on unit one are copied. In this case statements 32 and 33 
define HD35 and UT35, passed from jobstep one, to be files one and two of 
unit one, with dummy statement 31 serving as a reference for the DCB parameter. 
Statements 35 and 36 define data sets one and t'·70 of the destination tape, 







Bxecution JCL ~ AlC 
(From Appendix rry-
1 IIRUN~AIC JOB (ACCT,INFO) ,'NAME',MSGLEVEL=(2,O) 
2 IIJOBLIB DO DSN=FLEXSTAB.LOADMODLeLIBRARY,DISP=SHR 
3 IIFLEXSTA8 EXEC PGM=AIC,REGION=386K . 
4 IIFT06fOOl DO SYSOUT=A 


































IIFT20FOOl DO DSN~GDTAPE~OISP=OlD,OCB=(8UFNO=1) 
IIUT20 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO,3S» 
IIUT21 DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOQ.3S» 
IIUT22 DO UNIT=SYSDA9SPACE=(TRK,(lOQ,3S» 
IIUT23 DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOQ,3S» 
IIUT24 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=CTRK,CIOO,3S» 
IIUT25 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=CTRK,(lOQ,35» 
IIUT26 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=CTRK,CIOQ.35» 
IIUT21 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK.CIOQ,3S» 
IIUT28 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,CIOO,3S» 
I/UT29 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(100,35» 
IIUT30 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(lOO.3S» 
IIUT31 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,CIOO,3S» 
IIUT32 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=CTRK.(lOO,3S» 
IIUT33 DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=CTRK.CIOO,3S» 
/IUT34 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=CTRK,CIOO,3S» 
IIHD35 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(Ol,Ol»,DISP=CNEW,PASS) 
IIUT35 DD UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=CTRK,(SOO,SO»,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
I/UT36 DO UNIT=SVSDA,SPACE=<TRK,CIOO,3S» 
//UT37 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=<TRK,(lOO,3S» 
I/UT38 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,jlOO,3S» 
IIFT05fOO! DO ~ 
1* 
IICPT EXEC PGM=COPY,REGION=SOK 
I/FT06FOOl DO DUMMY 
110 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,1),DC8=(RECFM=U,8LKSIZE=2048) 
IlfTOIFOOl DO DC8=~~D~DISP=(OLD,DELETE)9DSN=~.FLEXSTA8.HD3S 
l/rr01F002 DO DC8=~.O'DISP=COLD'DELETE)'DSN=O.F~EXSTAB.UT35 
lIT DO UNIT=CTP999DEFER),DISP=(9KEEP),DSN=§ICTA ,VOl=SER=?????? 
IIFT02rOOl DO DSN=*8T.VOL=REF=~.T,DCB=~.D,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LA8EL=Ol 
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completion of this step these data sets are direct images of HD35 and UT35. 
Note that both data sets on the tape have the data set name AICTAP, ,.,rhich is 
the named file output from AIC. 
This pattern of JCL is typical of that for each of the FLEXS'PI\B programs 
The most general form is: 
(1) Copy named file input created by a prior FLEXSTAB program from tape 
to scratch disk, using the COpy program. 
(2) Execute the FLEXSTAB program with all data residing on disk. 
(3) Copy named file data intended for a subsequent FLEXSTAB program 
from scratch disk to tape. 
Further information on data flow in FLEXSTAB can be found in Appendix B 
of Reference 2 (FLEXSTAB User's "fanual), especially Tables B.l-l through 
B.I-22. These tables describe the contents of the named files involved with 
each program. However, the terminology is that of the CDC operating systems 
and requires some translation for IBN use. Table V-I ~vill assist with this 
translation. 
Table V-I lists the units for each program that are both (1) handled by 
the GInO package and (2) involved in inter-program communication. Translate 
all FORTRAli file names from TAPEij (the standard CDC name for unit ij) to UTij 
if ij appears in Table V-I for the program, or FTijFOOl if ij does not appear. 
Ignore all positioning requirements --- positioning is attained automatically 
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TABLE V-I 
GINO Units and Named Files 
TABLE No. 
PROGRAJ:1 (Ref. 2) GINO UNITS NAl'IED FILE 
GD B.1-1 None None 
AIC B.1-2 35 AlCTAP(OUT) 
36 
ISlC B.1-3 19,21,22,23,24 SICTAP (OUT) ~~ 
25 EATAPE(OUT) 
NJvI B.1-4 19,21,22,23,24, SlCTAP (IN) * 
19,2.3,2.4 SlCTP3(OUT) 
13 N11TAPE 
ESIC B.1-5 19,23,24 SlCTP3(OUT) 
SDSS B.1-6 21 AICTAP(IN) 
22,23,24 SICTP3(lN) 
12,14 SDSSTP(OUT) 
TH B.1-7 1,4 SDSSTP(IN)** 
2 THTAPE(OUT) 
EAPLOT B.1-8 3 EATAPE(IN) 
Nl'.tPLOT B.1-9 13 N£.1TAPE (IN) 
PDPLOT B.1-10 None None 
THPLOT B.1-11 2 THTAPE(IN) 
CAlC B.1-12 1 AlCTAP(IN) 
2 AICTAP (OUT) 
SLOADS B .1-13 1 EATAPE(IN) 
2,3 SDSSTP(IN) 
ALOADS B.1-14 2,3 SDSSTP(IN) 
* Named file SICTAP is the aggregate of SICTP1 and SICTP2 data. SICTP1, 
SICTP2, and NJ:1TAP2 are not used as named files for the IID1 version of 
FLEXSTAB. Data corresponding to NJ:1TAP2 is merged with SICTP2 data 
from SICTAP by the NJ:1 job control language. 
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